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Preface.

This set of lecture notes on nonlinear effects In water waves was written
on the occasion of the first ICTP course on Ocean Waves and Tides held from
26 September until 28 October 1988 1n Trieste, Italy. It presents a sunmary
and unification of my knowledge on nonlinear effects of gravity waves on an
Incompressible fluid without vortidty. The starting point of the theory Is
the Hamiltonian for water waves. The evolution equations of both weakly
nonlinear, shallow water and deep water gravity waves are derived by
suitable approximation of the energy of the waves, resulting 1n the
Korteweg-de VHes equation and the Zakharov equation, respectively. Next,
Interesting properties of the KdV equation (solitons) and the Zakharov
equation (Instability of a finite amplitude wave train) are discussed 1n
some detail. Finally, the evolution of a homogeneous, random wave field due
to resonant four wave processes Is considered and the Importance of this
process for ocean wave prediction 1s pointed out.

The results presented 1n these notes are a sunmary of the literature on
this subject over the past thirty years. It was great fun to study this
vast body of literature. I am Indebted to Martin Weenink and L.J.F. Broer
who Introduced me Into the field on nonlinear physics. Also, It 1s a
pleasure to acknowledge fruitful discussion with G.J. Komen, P.G. Saffman
and G.B. Whitham.
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1. HamiltonIan for water waves

Nonlinear effects in water wives have been studied since the last century

(Stokes, Korteweg de Vries).

Stokes considered the effects of finite amplitude on the dispersion

relation of deep water waves, whereas Korteweg and de Vries were able to

find solitary waves In a model for weakly nonlinear shallow water waves,

A solitary wave consists of a single hump of constant shape and constant

speed and was first observed by Scott Russell (1844). The key role of the

solitary wave was however not recognized until the mid sixties when

Gardner et al were able to obtain (by means or the so-called Inverse

Scattering technique) the solution of the Initial value problem for the

K.dV equation. It turned out that, depending on the Initial energy, the

final state consisted of a finite number of solitary waves. Also, these

solitary waves preserve their Identity when they Interact with each other,

so these solitary waves behave like particles and are called sol 1 tons.

Again, m the sixties It was realised that a finite amplitude deep water

wave (the Stokes solution) Is unstable to so called side-band

perturbations (Benjam1n-Fe1r Instability; side-band Instability). This

Instability Is an example of a four wave Interaction process, the

statistical evolution equation of which was given by K. Hasseimann already

in 1960.

Both, the Instability of a finite amplitude wave and the key role of

solitons In nonlinear evolution equations, led to an explosion In the

number of papers In the subject of nonlinear physiscs.

In these lectures, of course, only a glimpse can be presented of what has

been going on m, especially, the last few decades. Still, I will make an

attempt to summarize the progress In our knowledge of nonlinear effects.

In this sunmary a key role Is played by the Hamiltonian for water waves.

Once we know the Hamiltonian It 1s relatively straightforward to develop

the theory of deep and shallow water waves, Including the effect of

nonlinearity.
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Consider the potential flow of an Ideal fluid of finite depth. We choose

coordinates such that the undisturbed surface of the fluid coincides with

the xy plane. The z-ax1s Is pointed upward and the acceleration of gravity

is pointed 1n the negative z-direetion. Let n be the shape of the surface

of the fluid (also called the surface elevation) and let 0 - V* be the

velocity were * Is the potential of the flow. The flow Is then described

by Laplace's equation

(l)
8 6 IT

A* + — 5 • • 0, fl - -Sj + -2-

8zz 9xZ By2

with two conditions at the surface
3n — _ 8!£ + Vf.Tn - |̂*

z - n •( (2)

jf + *(V»)2 + K [^] 2 + gn - 0, g - acceleration of gravity

and a condition at z - -D (flat bottom assumed)

|^ - 0 on z - -D

I.e. no fluid penetrates the bottom.

(3)

Nonlinearity enters our problem through the boundary conditions at the

surface z - n, and this 1s what makes this problem a difficult one but

also an interesting one.

Eqns (l)-(3) conserve the total energy of the fluid,

E - K J dx ? dz [ (V*)Z + (§*)Z ] + * g / dx n2
(4)

Here, the first term Is kinetic energy while the second term 1s the

potential energy of the fluid.

By choosing appropriate canonical variables, Zakharov (1968), Broer (1974)

and Miles (1977) Independently found that E may be used as a Hamiltonian.

The proper canonical variables are

and * (x.t) - « (x.z - n,t) (5)
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The boundary conditions at the surface are then equivalent to Hamilton's
equations

a a . SE
3f •" ~*n

(6)

where 6E/6* Is the functional derivative of E with respect to *.

A proof of this may be found 1n the already mentioned references.

The formulation (6) has certain advantages. If one 1s able to solve the
potential problem

8
A* + ?-, * - 0

8zz

with boundary conditions

•(x.z-n) - •
a
ar x.z - -D) - 0

thereby expressing « In terms of the canonical variables r\ and i|i, then the
energy E can be evaluated In terms of n and f and the evolution of n and
9 follows at once from Hamilton's equations (6).

Intermezzo.

Hamilton's equations are well-known from classical mechanics. Consider a
particle with momentum p and position q In a potential well V(q). The
total energy of the particle Is then given by

E - It p2/m + V(q) (7)

Regard p and q as canonical variables. Then Hamilton's equations are
(q - aq/at)

q - || - p/m (Sa)

S 8E 8 u ,.. ,
P " - S 5 " ~ B S V (8b)
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Eliminating momentum p we get

% * |q • F o r " '

which we recognize as Newton5 law where the Force 1s derived from the
potential.
In classical mechanics, the Hamiltonian formulation follows from the
principle of "least" action. To see this, consider the Lagrangian

- T-Y - K mq2 - V(q) - # ( q . q (9)

Newton's law then follows from the condition that the action be extremal,
where

action • f dt#t (q,q)
tl

The action Is extremal If S (action) - 0 where

faction) - J dt [ tf(q+6q, q + $q) - J( (q. q) ]

- / dt [ fiq |g* • Sq J j * ]
Bq

(10)

As this should hold for arbitrary Eq one finds that the action 1s extremal
1f q satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations

Defining then momentum p as

P -* g •* q • q(p)

and regarding from now on p and q as Independent variables, the
Hamilton Ian %• 't(p.q) Is given by

(12)
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Differentiating #w1th respect to q then gives, using (11)

which is just eq. (8b), whereas differentiating H with respect to p gtves

which Is Just eq. (8a).

All this is however less straightforward to do for a continuum such as the
one we are dealing with. Nevertheless, Miles was able to derive from
Luke's variationai principle for water waves the Hamilton equations (6).

Homework: Derive the governing equations for water waves (l)-(3) from
Luke's variational principle.
Here,

L - / dx X

where the Lagrangian density Is given by

« E ff • + K (v*)2 + * (SJ*) 2 + gz ]

Hint: regard n and * as the Independent variables and consider
6L-0.

Remarks: For an elegant, concise theory of nonlinear dispersive waves

using a LagrangHn consult the book of Whit ham.
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2. Korteweg -de Vries equation as a model for shallow water waves.

The history of solitary waves 1s as colorful as the phenomenon Itself. The
first observation of a solitary wave In shallow water was done more than
150 years ago by the ScottIsch engineer John Scott Russell while riding a
horse along a barge canal (1834). Russell tried to explain the phenomenon
until the end of his life (1882). The following citation Illustrates how
impressed the "father" of the solitary wave must have been, even after
more than thirty years.

"This 1s a most beautiful and extraordinary phenomenon; the
first day I saw It was the happiest day of my life. Nobody had
even had the good fortune to see It before or, at all events, to
know what It meant. It is now known as the solitary wave of
translation. No one before had fancied a solitary wave as a
possible thing."

John S. Russell In: The modern system of Naval Architecture
vol. I, p. 208 (Day & Son, London 1B65).

Although Russell's work Inspired people like Boussinesq (1672) and Lord
Rayleigh (1876) to study this problem, only In 1895 Korteweg and de Vries
were able to obtain solitary wave solutions from a nonlinear partial
differential equation: the KdV equation.

Not much progress was made, presumably because the solitary wave was
regarded as a curiosity, until computer experiments of PerMng and Skyrme
(19621) showed that solitary waves of a related nonlinear equation (the
so-called sine-Gordon equation) preserved their Identity after collision.
In 1965 Zabusky and Kruskal showed that the same surprising properties
were found for solitary waves 1n the KdV equation. They Introduced the
name solitons for solitary waves that survive Interactions such as
collisions. Two years later (1967) Gardner, Green, Kruskal and Miura found
an analytical method for solving the KdV equation. This method, now called
the inverse scattering technique, showed that the end state for Initial
conditions with a finite amount of energy consists of a finite number of
soiitons. Some years later, Zakharov and Shabat (1971) showed that
the same technique may be applied to another "canonical* equation,
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••* Wt-i*.. <•», i

the so-called nonlinear Schrodinger equation. (We discuss this equation in

Ch.3). The result was an explosion In the number of papers on solitons as

It was thought that soIItons could be regarded as the building blocks of

nonlinear theory (Just as the sinus Is In linear theory).

2.1 Derivation of the KdV equation from the Hamiitonian.

Me are now Interested In the evolution of long, weakly nonlinear water

waves on shallow water.

fig. 1. Definition Sketch.

Only one-d1mens1onal propagation 1s considered. The energy density Is then
given by

- *j dz { •; • •*+ K (13)

To make things work we now have to express the energy In terms of the

canonical variable n and *{x,t> - • (x.n.t).

This means we have to solve the potential problem

•xx + •« °
z • n. • - •
I • -0, •, - 0

(U)
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for t In terms of n and •• In case of long, weakly nonlinear waves a

relatively simple relation between * and the canonical variables is found

using an expansion procedure.

In order to obtain this expansion we introduce the following dimensionless

variables

x • x/A, i • z/0, n - n/a

t' - t/^gD, E' - -^ (is)

where a Is a measure of the amplitude of the waves, X the typical wave

length and a and f) are defined as

a • a/D

ft - (DM)'
(16)

Since we are Interested 1n long weakly nonlinear waves, the parameters

a and P are regarded as small, (a, • « 1) In such a way that a - 0(0). We

shall derive an expression for the energy E retaining terms to order

a and p only.

Dropping the primes, the energy becomes

E - Si"? dz (^ + J •*) + » n
2

(17)

For small a and p 1t 1s possible to obtain an expansion of *x and +z 1n

terms of Y and n and their derivatives.

The procedure to obtain this expansion 1s now sketched below:

The solution of the potential problem (14) satisfying the boundary

condition at the bottom 1s given by
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• (X.z.t) - I dk COSh W»<1*2) ] J ,1kX
- cosh [kpR ]

(18)

where * 1s the Fourier transform of 4. The boundary condition at the

surface then provides the following relation between + and 41

•(x,t) - •(x.n.t) - 7 dk £25h_ .Ikx

— cosh
(19)

Expanding the kernel of the Integral In powers of a and Inverting the

operator we have

* - •(K,t)- a J n U - ^ ) Mj^fkj.t) dkj + 0(a2,a2p) (20)

where n »nd • are the Fourier transforms of n and y respectively and

H - A tanh (kp*) (21)

Assuming now p«i Eq (18) may be expanded In a Taylor series. Using (20)
one then finds

•(x.z.t) - * - ptxx (z+Ki
2) + 0(a2.ap,p2)

Substitution of (22) Into the energy then gives

E • Kn2 + ft*? (l+an) + $ [ • » ? + 2t.*..vD + 0 («

The Kami 1ton1an now becomes

£ - J dx E - t dx t »n2 • »*2 (i«u) - i t 2 }

(22)

(23)

(24)

where we rearranged the term proportional to p by means of partial

Integration. Hamilton's equation now become

"t * Txxxx
(25)
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These are some variant of Boussinesq's equations. The Korteweg de Vries

equation Is derived from this system by specializing to a wave moving to

the right.

As in the limit a,p •» 0 the waves have phase speed equal to 1 we transform

to a frame with speed • 1,

i • x - t, t - et, c « l

and we assume that variations 1n time T are small.

One then finds from (25)

*2 + c §£ •

Solving the last equation Interatively for •, I.e.

and substitution of this result into the first equation gives to lowest

order In a,P and c the celebrated KdV equation

e fc q • § an §5 n + \ P -S3 n - 0 (26)

In the next section we will discuss some interesting properties of this

equation which Incorporates the effects of weak nonlinearity and weak

dispersion of long water waves In shallow water.

2.2 Solitary-wave solution; balance between dispersion and nonlinear effects.

In the previous section we derived the Korteweg de Vries equation for

weakly nonlinear, shallow water waves. It should be noted, however, that

this equation arises In any physical situation where one deals with the

balance of weak nonlinearity and weak dispersion. Examples are acoustic
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waves In anharmonic cristais. Ion-sound waves 1n plasma physics, 'bubble-

waves" .

By an appropriate change of variables the KdV equation may be cast In the

form

h • u u (27)

This is the KdV equation In a frame propagating with phase speed - l,

hence £ « x-t.

In linear theory. I.e. omitting the nonlinear term 1n (27), we have for

normal modes - exp I(kx-flt)

fl- -k (28)

All the examples for which the KdV equation applies have this property of

the dispersion relation In common, I.e. for long wavelength they are

nondispersive and modifications due to dispersion are cubic 1n wave

number. The phase speed c - »/k In the laboratory frame Is given 1n the

next figure

c-i-r

k •»

Fig. 2. Phase speed as function of wave number.

Clearly, the short waves have a different, smaller phase speed than the

long waves.

-14-

Remarks: check (Z8) using the dispersion relation for shallow water waves

(linear theory)

» - / gktanh(kD).

The Importance of dispersion 1n limiting nonlinear steepening cannot be

overemphasized. Omitting the third derivative term In (27) we have

or

U + U it U - 0

0 on

(29)

where d£/dt - U defines the characteristic on which U 1s a constant.

Thus, in this case we can easily construct the solution:

fig. 3. £-T diagram to construct shocks.

The characteristics are given by the family of straight lines

€ - U « O . 0 ) T + i0

and In the region where 8U(€o,0)/d€o < 0 they converge and will cross

eventually. Since along the characteristic U Is constant, at the crossing

one characteristic tells us that U - Uj while the other tells us that U •

U2, therefore a shock 1s generated.
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Example:

t-0 t-t, t-T-

It Is precisely the dispersive term which Units the build-up of the short

wavelength components to the disturbance, and hence prevents the unlimited

steepening. To be more precise, 1f dispersion is absent alt the modes have

the same phase velocity, however In the presence of dispersion the shorter

wavelengths will travel • bit slower thus preventing unlimited steepening.

Let us now seek a solitary wave solution of Eq. (1) I.e. we seek solutions

of the form U(£-CT) where c is a constant. For this form we obtain from

(27) with z - £-ct the ordinary differential equation

- o (30)

For vanishing boundary conditions at infinity (Uzz-» 0, U -» 0, U •* 0 for

izl -* -) we find the following solution:

(1) Integrate (30) with respect to z then

U,, + % U2 - cU - const - 0 (31)

(11) Multiply (31) with Uz, then Integrate to arrive at (again the

integration constant vanishes because of the boundary conditions)

u* - ]j u2 (3c-u)

This may be solved Immediately to give

HO ' U
u

U /3c-0

Performing the Integration and Inverting we finally have

U - 3c seen2 [ K (e-CT)A] (32)

-16-

s-c

Hence, the pulse height, width and speed of the solitary wave are

proportional to c, 1/Vc and c respectively.

As we will see In the next section the

U] solitary wave plays a central role In

the time evolution of solution of the

KdV equation. In particular, for large

times one usually ends up with a number

^».... of solitary waves (32) (plus an

> oscillatory tall) where the biggest one

1s ahead of the others. Also, the

solitary waves preserve their Identity

during mutual Interaction therefore these waves are called so 11tons and

they behave Hke particles. For this reason the Interest as one hoped to

understand a number of nonlinear phenomena In terms of these soiitons; for

a while they were regarded as possible candidates for the building blocks

of nonlinear theory.

2.3 Solution of the KdV equation by means of Inverse scattering.

The Inverse scattering technique was applied for the first time to the KdV

equation by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Miura (1967). For Initial

conditions with compact support (say a finite amount of energy) on an

Infinite domain 1t was shown that the end-state consisted of a finite

number of solitons plus an oscillatory tall. The number of solitons Is

determined by the Initial energy. Also, the solitary waves are stable and

preserve their Identity, even after mutual Interactions.

It was not clear, however, whether the Inverse scattering technique could

be applied to other nonlinear evolution equations, until Zakharov and

Shabat (1971) solved the Initial value problem of another classical

nonlinear partial differential equation, namely the nonlinear Schrodinger

equation. Incidentally, we will discuss this equation, which describes

the evolution of the envelope of a narrow band wave train, in the next

chapter. Also, for the Initial value problem of the nonlinear Schrodinger

equation the end state was found to consist of a number of solitons.

This led to a great Interest In the method of Inverse scattering and an

explosion In the number of papers on so11tons resulted.
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Here, we Intend to give a brief description of the method as applied to
the KdV equation. It Is noted however that the method Is very difficult
and In general Is not useful In practical applications. For this reason,
what follows 1s written down for the Interested reader only. The others
may continue with the next chapter.

Some general properties of KdV are:

a) Galilean Invarlance: The transformation £' - £ + U O T , U
1 - U + Uo,

x' • t (UQ - const) reproduces the KdV eq.

b) Reversibility: 1f 0(£,t) 1s a solution, so Is U(-£, -t)

c) Solitary wave solution

d) Conservation laws. There are an Infinite number of conservation laws
of the type

(33)

where T and F are functional of U, au/3£. 8Zu73t2. For localized
disturbances we have

(34)d 7 _

Example: T - U, F - U ^ + Jtu2, then from (34)

3T ? d£ U - 0

hence U evolves In such a way that the total area Jd£ U remains
constant. Explicit formula for 11 constants are known together with
general recursion formula.

It 1s for our discussion convenient to Introduce ¥ • -(1/6)U, then we get

(35)v - svjĵ v • 4 . v - o

-18-

Before the 67 paper of Gardner et al a popular method to solve nonlinear
evolution equations was to find a nonlinear transformation 1n such a way
that one ends up with a linear equation.

Example: The Burgers equation describes effects of nonlinear advection
and dissipation and 1s given by

ac a az

The Cole-Hopf transformation

C - -2 v ^ / f

eliminates the nonlinear term to give the linear heat equation

the solution of which 1s well-known.

From the analogy with Burger's equation the substitution

V • • /•

seems to be a first good guess, but It doesn't work. Gardner et al took

V - *££/• + E (36)

and realised that this 1s the tine-Independent Schrodinger equation
for *:

E - V(£.t) ] f - 0 (37)

Presumably the emphasis then changed and (37) was considered not as a
transformation that would produce a simpler equation for +, but rather as
an associated scattering problem from which Information on f could be used
to diagnose properties of V. In this view, the wave profile V provides the
scattering potential, where 1n the scattering problem i appears as a

-19-



parameter; there Is a different scattering problem for each t.

Suppose now that at a certain Instant V(£,t) has the form

Fig. 4. Potential as function of

then there will be a number of bound states with energies

E - • ~ k_ • n • l t 2 t * « « * t N

and a continuum of states with energies

E - k 2

(38)

(39)

The eigenfunctions tn associated with the bound states En have the form

(40)

since V -• 0 as £,-•«•. We assume / d£l*nl
Z • 1.

The wave function for the continuum Is related to the transmission

problem. Imagine a steady plane wave exp-1k£ from £ •* +- Impinging

on V(£,T) at some T. A fraction IRI 1s reflected, where

* - exp-1k£ + R(k,t) exp ik£ as £ +-

and a fraction ITI 1s transmitted, where

* - T(k,t) exp-1k£ as £ -» —

-20-

(41)

and IRI2 + IT 1 - 1. Now, the essential feature of the Inverse scattering

problem In quantum mechanics Is that a knowledge of the scattering data

[ Cn(i). kn(t) ], n - 1,2,3 N

and

1s sufficient to reconstruct the potential V In detail. Hence V(£,T) 1S

given try

¥(€lt, . -2

where K 1s a solution of the Gelfand-Uvitan Integral equation

' ( 'KU.ri.t) + B(£+n.t) + J dn' B(n+n',t) K U.n'.t) - 0

and B(£,T) IS defined by

(42)

(43)

(44)

Thus, 1f we know C , k and R, B Is known, hence one may solve (43) for K

to obtain V via (42). Thus knowing the scattering data we can construct

the potential V.

Let us now return to the KdV equation. Let us substitute (37), I.e.

into the KdV eq (35). The result Is

where

(45)

3

For discrete eigenvalues En - -kjj (T) and normalised eigenfunctions
•„(€.*) we have

-21-



h En I «J « ' ••
Hence

0,

(46)

or, according to KdV the discrete eigenvalues don't change 1n time.

Returning to (45) we can Integrate once to obtain

(47)

A further Integration then gives

Jjh
or, using the expression for Qn,

!?•» + ̂  *n - 3 <V+En> Sft " fn<*>*n • •„<*>•• f jj-
Since l/i(>n diverges exponentially as £ •» • we must choose Dn - 0.

Also, multiplying (49) by t n and Integrating by parts we get

FB(,)

Hence Fp(t) - 0 because / 4jjd£ - 1 by assumption. Therefore,

- 3 0.

In the region £ • • + • , where V * 0 and * n - Cn(t) exp-kn£ we get

4 kn

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

So we now know the time dependence of the discrete part of the spectrum.

It Is emphasized that this time dependence follows from the KdV equation.

In a likewise fashion we find the time dependence of the reflection

coefficient:

-22-

J i£ °JL

R(k,t) - R(k.o) exp (81k2t) (52)

So the procedure for obtaining the solution of the KdV eq 1s as follows:

1) Calculate the bound-state energies -kjj, n - 1,2 N associated

with V(£,o). By virtue of (46) each kn Is known and constant for a n

time.

2) Obtain the wave function t(€ -» -, i • 0) corresponding to

V(£,0) I.e. determine Cn(0) and R(k,0)

3) Then, using (46), (51) and (52) we know B(£,t) and therefore via the

Inverse transform we know V as a function of time T and space £.

In this fashion the nonlinear partial differential equation 1s converted

Into a problem solving two linear equations, namely the Schrodinger eq.

with T - 0 and the Inverse scattering problem where T appears as a

parameter.

This method Is a very tedious one. Analytical expressions are only

possible when one deals with a discrete spectrum. Let us therefore

consider this case only. Since there Is no continuous spectrum, R(k,0) -

0, and by virtue of (52) we find at once that there 1s no continuous

spectrum at later times.

We then may write

BCt + n) - Z 9 n«) hn(n) (53)

where
9B(€) - Cn(o) exp (4

hn(n) - Cn(o) exp (4

The solution of (43) may then be taken In the form

hn(n)

and we have
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"„,(£) + WB(£) hn(z) dz - 0 (54)

Define

(hence p w - -
nin n

W - -P"Xg

). therefore

where W - col(Wn), g - col(gn). Therefore

- hT(C) P '^O

(56)

(57)

(55)

which may be written as (use g» P ^ - - g^ hn)

*(€.€) - T P T gj "PI

where IPI Is the determinant of P. Therefore

v • -2 dl Kte>C) " "2 ~ S lnlf'

using the form of g,, and hn we obtain for the elements of P

"•*, " Smn + ̂  « P f - "n. + kn' « + 4 (km + k n ^ 1 <58>

So 1f we solve the eigenvalue problem for E - -kjj we can give the exact
solution at once via (57) and (58) [In case we only have a discrete
spectrum]

As an example we take

¥(C. 0) - -6
(59)

This clearly has no continuous spectrum. It gives two discrete
eigenvalues, namely
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1 and

and we get after some algebra (U - -6V)

U - 72 3 + 4 c" h.t 2§ ~**) * cosh (4£ - 64T)
I 3 cosh (£-28T) + cosh 135 - 36T) ]*

and basically we have the following picture

T •* —:

t - 0:

u 1

(60)

1
u

Fig. 5. Collision of two soiltons.

This clearly describes the Interaction of Z soiitons, the biggest one
overtaking the smallest one, while their Identities are recovered after

the Interaction has taken place.

Most properties of these so11tons have been verified experimentally. I

mention In this context only one experiment of Hammock and Segur. See for

this the next Figure.
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These results show that Irrespective or the Initial conditions (but
keeping the mean energy fixed In order to get the same number of solHons)
the same end state emerges- This Is strong evidence for the stability of
these soUtons.
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3. Evolution of deep-water gravity waves and nonlinear effects.

The study of the effect of nonlinearity on deep-water gravity waves

started 1n the last century with the great contribution of Stokes. He
considered a single wave of permanent shape and was able to find the
effects of finite wave amplitude on the dispersion relation by means of
essentially a singular perturbation technique.
Later, Lev1-C1v1ta (1925) proved the convergence of Stokes series
solution.

In (1965) Lighthill discovered that a nonlinear, deep-water gravity wave
train 1s unstable to modulational perturbations, giving a transfer of
energy from the basic wave to sidebands.
This Instability Is a special case of a four wave Interaction proces,
which nowadays plays a major role 1n the physics of ocean waves. The
Instability Is now known as the Denjamin-Feir Instability, because
Benjamin and Feir were the first to give experimental evidence for U s
existence.

The next question one may then ask Is what will happen to this unstable
wave train. The answer was somewhat surprising and was given by Lake et
al. It turned out that the wave train did not desIntegrate but 1n stead It
recurred after a finite time [Fermi-Pasta-U1am recurrence]. These features
also follow from the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, which Is an equation
describing the envelope of a narrow band, weakly nonlinear wave train.

We also discuss new results regarding the Instability of a nonlinear wave
to three-dimensional perturbations. This Instability Is related to a
resonant five-wave interaction process. Some experimental evidence wilt be
presented.

3.1 Evolution equation for deep-water waves derived from HamiltonIan.

The derivation of the evolution for deep water waves Is done In a similar
fashion as the derivation of the tCdV equation, with one Important
difference, namely we take the limit of deep water (D •» - ) . The energy
density of the waves is then given by



e - K J dz {•* + • * ] + K on2 (61)

and we express the potential * In terns of the canonical variables n and

•(x,t) - + (x.n.t) by solving the potential problem

•xx + *zz • °
z - n, • - • (62)

In an Iterative fashion by assuming small amplitude waves (small wave

steepness).

A

As a result we get for the Fourier transform of #, # [for definitions see

again section 2.1]

• - • (k,t) - 2~ / dkjdk2 Ikjl *(kx) n(kz) «(k-k1-k2)
. . . . (63)

7 f dk.dk-dk- 14 Ik. I D(k,k1tk-,k,) f (k. ) n(k9) n^-,) S(k-k,-k,-k,)
( 2 i r ) £ i t * i i £ j l ^ 3 i Z 3

where 5(k) is the D1rac delta function and

Ofk.kj.kj.kj) • Zlkjl - Ik-kjl - lk-k2l - Ikj+kjl - Ikj+^l

Equation (63) expresses 4 In terms of the Fourier transforms of the

canonical variables q and • and 1s correct up to third order in amplitude

(this Is what we need to be able to describe four wave processes). The

first two terns of (63) correspond with the one 1n Eq (20) taking the

limit 0 i - and using the transformation (15).

A great simplification Is achieved by Introducing the complex variable

a(k) through
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7zn(k) - 7z ̂ ir C a(k) + a*(-k) ]

( 6 4 )

where u(k) 1s Just the dispersion law for gravity waves

u(k) - /glkl

Substitution of (63), using (64) Into the energy E (Eq. (61)) then gives

up to 4 t h order in amplitude

E -

+ 1/3 / dk

+ it / d

where we Introduced the short hand notation

+ c.c] (65)

etc. From the

second order expression for the energy E (this 1s the first term 1n (65))

we recognize that la,I2 Is Just the action density.

Another advantage of the Introduction of the complex variable a(k) Is that

Hamilton's equations (6), I.e.

8 „ 5E 8 t . «£

becomes the single equation

4 SE (66)

Evaluating the functional derivative of E with respect to a we find as

the evolution equation for a
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L a . + !»!*! - -1 J dk2dk3 [ V
("J(1,2,3)

+ 2 VH(2,1,3) »2t*3 I ( k j - k ^ ) + V
(+)(

-1 \ dkzdk3dk4 W(l,2,3,4) 6 (kj+kz-k3-k4)

(kj-k2-k3)

(67)

Eq (67) describes the evolution of weakly nonlinear gravity waves
including effects up to third order In amplitude.

Admittedly, this might not look like an easy way to obtain the fundamental
Eq. (67). but it 1s the most transparent route I could find. The key 1s
that once an (approximate) solution to the potential problem Is found the
energy may be determined to any required order. The evolution of a(k) then
follows at once from Hamilton's equation (66). This elegant derivation 1s
due to V.E. Zakharov.
The nonlinear evolution equation (67) both contains the effects of three
and four wave Interactions. To see this It must be remembered that (67)
was obtained under the assumption of small wave steepness so that In
lowest order we are dealing with a linear oscillation and the right hand
side of (67) gives small (but Important) corrections to this linear
oscillation. Consider now the quadratic terms on the R.H.S. of (67). They
oscillate with respectively frequencies -(»_+»-), -w.+u, and «.,•**>,. If
they match the oscillation frequency -«, of the linear system a resonant
transfer of energy between the nodes with wave numbers kj, k2 and k3 Is
possible. Likewise, the cubic term oscillates with frequency Ug-Wj-o^ and
If this frequency equals -», of the linear system a resonant Interaction
between four modes Is possible [note however that also the quadratic terms
may contribute to four wave processes, cf discussion on page 31].

To sum up, the evolution equation (67) both allows three and four wave
Interactions, where for three wave processes the resonance conditions

», + (68)

should be satisfied simultaneously, and for four wave processes the
resonance conditions

"2 ~ -3 - "4 " (69)
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should be satUied. Hence, three and four wave Interaction processes
satisfy the resonance condition (66) and (69) and their occurrence only
depends on the type of dispersion relation, « • «(k). How, gravity waves
have the dispersion relation w - Mallei and from a graphical construction
one immediately concludes that tytftfwave processes are Impossible.

Fig. 7.
Resonant three wave
processes are Impossible

Phillips (1960) has shown, however, that four wave Interactions are
permitted by the dispersion relation for deep water gravity waves. The
possible solutions are sketched In the next figure, which has become known
as Phillips figure of eight.

Fig. 8. Phillips1 figure of eight.

As deep water gravity waves do not admit resonant three wave Interactions,
a considerable simplification of the nonlinear evolution equation may
result. To do this we write

att.t) - [ A(k,t) + f(k,t) 3 exp (-W(k)t) (70)

where we assume that A changes slowly In time In comparison with f and we

assume that f«A. We substitute (70) 1n (67) and In the equation for f we



only retain those terms that are quadratic In A. The result for f Is

- j - A ( /-><....»-><

(71)

It should be noted that wing to the absence of three wave processes f
remains finite, of the order A2, hence f « A as A 1s assumed to be small.
Again, In the absence of three wave Interaction, the term f just
represents the bound waves (also called virtual waves as they don't
satisfy the (linear) dispersion relation). Nevertheless, they may
contribute to resonant four wave processes. This Is easily seen as In the
equation for A one has terms of the type Af (steming from the quadratic
terms of Eq. (67) and these are of the same order of magnitude as the
cubic terms of order A3. Collecting all terms, the eventual result 1s

(72)
x exp 1

This equation has become known as Zakharov's equation. For completeness
the expression for v'~' v'+', W and T have been given In the appendix.

Finally, 1t is emphasized that the transfer function T contains two
different types of contributions, one directly from the cubic terms of Eq.
(67) and a bunch of terms related to the Interaction of the bound waves
(given by Eq. (71)) with two free waves (that satify the linear dispersion
relation). For this reason one may distinguish two types of resonant four
wave Interactions, one called a direct Interaction and one called an
interaction through a virtual state (see the next figure)
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direct Interaction

VIRTUAL
STATE

"2 W4

virtual state interaction

In the next section we Investigate a number of properties of the Zakharov
Equation, I.e. we apply 1t to the problem of the stability of a weakly
nonlinear gravity wave.

3.2 Finite amplitude effects on dispersion relation and the Instability of
finite amplitude deep water waves.

A finite amplitude wave has a dispersion relation which depends on the
amplitude. This was already recognized by Stokes 1n the last century.
Although the effect of the amplitude on the frequency 1s quite small (For
a steepness of 10%, the effect on the frequency is only .51), nonlinearity
still has a tremendous Impact on the evolution of a wave train. Namely, as
discovered by Ughthill, Whit ham, Benjamin A Fe1r a uniform wave train may
be unstable to sideband perturbations (Benjamin-Feir Instability, also
called the sideband Instability). This Instability Is Just an example of a
four wave interaction.

The nonlinear dispersion relation for deep-water gravity waves Is obtained
Immediately from the Zakharov equation (72). In order to obtain It we
simply realize that we are dealing with the case of a single wave, e.g.

A{k) - A S (k-lc0)

Then, substitution of (73) Into (72) gives

^ A - -1 T(k0,k0.k0.k0) IAI
ZA

Eq. (74) may be solved at once by writing

(73)

(74)
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A - aQ e-mt

where Q denotes the correction of the dispersion relation due to

nonlinearity. It Is given by

0 (75)

Therefore, the dispersion relation of a weakly nonlinear gravity wave is
given by

(76)

and s Is the wave steepness. This result was obtained by Stokes (1647)
using a singular perturbation method.
[Note that the following relation exists between the action density
variable a0 and the wave steepness s:

ITS

Also T(o,o,o.o) - ^
The dependence of the dispersion relation on steepness will have an
Important Impact on the time-evolution of a weakly non-linear wave train.
We will discuss this more deeply In a while.

Let us now adress the question whether a weakly nonlinear wave train Is
stable or not. To test the stability of the uniform wave train we perturb
by a pair of sidebands with wave number k+ - kQ + K and
amplitude A (t) e.g.

A • Ao 6 (k-k0) + A+S (k-k+) + A-S(k-k_)

Assuming that the sideband amplitudes are small and neglecting the square
of small quantities, the following evolution equations for At are found
from the Zakharov Equation
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\ " V • 2 <77)

where

V ± " T (k0 + K. ko,k0, kQ + K)

V T • T (k0 + K. k0. * K, k o,k o), TQ - T (ko,kfl,ko,ko)

- 2«(k0) - (ko-K)

and aois the same quantity as given 1n Eq. (75).

8y means of the substitution

A+ - A+ exp [-Kitflw + TQa
2)t - 1flt ]

A_ - A_ exp [+1(Kto + T0a0
2)t - lot ]

a set of differential equations Is obtained that contains no explicit time
dependence. A nontrivial solution 1s then found provided Q satisfies the
dispersion relation

o • <v* - T - , > 2 1 i - T
+,-

T-, +«! • w * + «5 <T
+,+

+T-,- -To^2 J*
(78)

We have Instability provided that the term under the square root sign 1$
negative. This result, Including the discussion that follows 1$ due to
Crawford et al (see also Yuen and Lake).

A considerable simplification of the dispersion relation Is found when
close sidebands are considered. To see this Introduce the dimensionies
perturbation wave number

K - K/k.

and consider K<<1. The frequency mismatch Is then given by

(79)
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A» -U

a
i

Expanding the expressions for T + ( + and T+.? in powers of K, retaining only
terms quadratic 1n the steepness and K, *we find

.2 (80)

This 1s the classical result of Benjamin and Feir (1967). Instability Is
found for sufficiently steep waves. It) other words. Instability 1s round
for sufficiently long wave length perturbations:

S 8 s 2 (81)

The normalized growth rate 1s given In the next Figure, where A • K/2S!

Benjamin and Fcir (1967)

0.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Dimensioniess wavenumber, A

1.4

Fig. 9. Two-dimensional Instability growth rates as a function of
perturbation wavenumber for various values of wave steepness. The
Benjatn1n-Feir result Is recovered by taking the limit as wave steepness
approaches zero.
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However, Eq. (80) Is not a very good approximation to Eq. (76) as can be

seen from the above Figure as well.

The Figure shows plots of the normalised growthrate as function of
normalised sideband wave number with the wave steepness s as a label. The
result of Benjamin and Feir Is obtained In the limit s •• 0 and small but
finite wave steepness gives considerable deviations from their classical
result. For s - 0.2 Eq. (78) predicts a maximum growth rate which
disagrees by about 40% with Eq. (80). Furthermore, from Eq. (78) we find
that the very long waves (A •• 0) begin to become stable for s - 0.39. This
restabilisation of the very long waves agrees with the results of
Whitham's theory which yields restabiIllation for s - 0.34. The
quantitative discrepancy of only 14% Is better then expected since the
present theory Is formally accurate to 0(s ).

Finally, the Figure shows a trend towards restabi11 sat Ion of all
wavenumbers for sufficiently large steepness (s • 0.5). This feature 1s 1n
qualitative agreement with numerical results of Longuet-H1gg1ns (1978).
This Is shown more dearly In the next Figure where we have plotted the
marginal stability boundary In the K-S plane.

OS
Lornuet-Hi£jmj(l978)

II

O.I 0.2 0.3 0 4 0.5

Fig. 10. Stability diagram for two-dimensional perturbations on a uniform
wave train from the Zakharov equation and comparison with results of
Longuet-Higgins.
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The agreement of the present theory tnd experiment 1s also very
encouraging. This is shown 1n the next figure where we compare the
normalised growth rate and the most unstable sideband frequency as
function of wave steepness. The experimental results are from Benjamin
(1967) and Lake et al (1977). For reference, also the result of Benjamin &
Feir (Eq. 60) 1s shown.

Fig. 12. Plot of most unstable perturbation frequency versus wave
steepness and comparison with experimental data.

To sum up, we have seen that a weakly nonlinear wave train Is unstable to
sideband perturbations. A transfer of energy occurs from the basic wave to
the sidebands through a four wave Interaction proces. The Zakharov
equation compares favourable with exact calculations and experiment,
although this theory Is formally only valid to 0(s2).

D3i—li> Comparison of calculated Instability growth rate with
experimental results as a function of wave steepness for two values of
perturbation wavenumber. ( ) K . 0.4 (Lake et al.. 1977); ( >* - 0.2
(Lake et al., 1977); (A) data from Benjamin (1967).

So far we only discussed the case that the sidebands propagate In the same
direction as the basic wave (2-D undulation). The present theory 1s also
applicable to 3-D modulations. Let the basic wave propagate 1n the X-
direction and let

where *x IC^/^and * - Ky/kQ are the x and y component of the sideband
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wavenumber. Returning to Eq. (78) we again expand the frequency mismatch
Aw for very long modulation wave length

Also, expanding T and retaining terms to 0{s2) and 0 ( I K I 2 ) one finds from
(78)

ft - [ -K (82)

The stability boundary Is then defined by curves Aw - 0 and flu - 2s2w
and they are sketched In the Ax. A plane In the next Figure

X
FIG. tZ Three-dimeiuiontl tUbilily boundary from Zakharov equation in Hrained coor-

dinates. A , - t f , / 2 \ c , d -Kr/2t*. . 3 -0.01; , s - 0 1 - S -
0.4; ••••.£ -0.48. ' . . . »
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In the long wave length approximation the Instability region Is Infinite
of extend. However, the long wave length approximation becomes Invalid for
large &x and A . Results from the Zakharov equation (cf Eq. (78)) show
that the instability region Is finite In extend. For small steepness s the
Instability region 1s very close to Phillips figure of eight (see also the
next figure), but this should be no surprise as the figure of eight was
obtained using the linear dispersion relation.

-0 .25 •

-0.4

FIG. 29. Three-dimensional liability boundary from Zikharov equation.
$ -0.01; . S.-O.l; ,. S -0.4; ••••, .*? -0.48.

-0;

For larger steepness, the wavenumbers near the outer edges of the figure
of etght diagram stabilize and the diagram approaches that of a pair of
touching horseshoes. For even larger steepness the longer waves also begin
to stabilize and the two horseshoes split. Just before the total system
stabilizes the Instability Is concentrated at K • ± 0.78 k0 and Is
strongly two dimensional.



3.3 Nonlinear Schrb'dinger Equation and long-time behaviour of the Benjamin-
Fe1r Instability.

We have seen that according to the Zakharov equation a nonlinear wave
train Is unstable to sideband perturbations. Here we would like to point
out that this Is not Just a property of gravity waves but that this may
happen for any nonlinear, dispersive wave with a nonlinear dispersion
relation. Starting from a general dispersion relation a heuristic
derivation Is given of the nonlinear evolution equation of the envelope of
a wavetrain: the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. This equation gives a
correct description of the case of very long wavelength modulation. The
Instability results obtained from it are Identical to the ones obtained by
Benjamin & Feir. Hence, the nonlinear Schrodinger equation will not give
the restabilisation of the sideband Instability for large wave steepness.

Still, it 1s Interesting enough to discuss this classical evolution
equation because of U s simplicity and generality. Also, one might ask
what will happen to an unstable wave train. At first sight one might think
that such a wave train will be completely destroyed by the Instability,
the so called desIntegration of a wave train. We will use the nonlinear
Schrodinger equation to discuss the long time behaviour of the Benjamin-
Feir Instability.
Surprisingly, the wave train does not desintegrate, 1n agreement with
experimental results of Yuen and Lake.

Let us attempt to derive the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. Consider
therefore a spectrum of waves with a small bandwidth centered around the
carrier wavenunber k 0

I

6k«k.
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In good approximation, the surface elevation Is then given by

n. - Re (A(x.t) exp 1(k x - w.t)) + 0(A ) (83)

where u Q and kQ are the frequency and wave number of the carrier wave,
while A Is the slowly varying, complex envelope of the wave. The nonlinear
dispersion relation is then given by (for constant A)

ID - w (k.lAr) (84)

For narrow band, weakly nonlinear waves one may expand the dispersion
relation around the carrier frequency » 0 and carrier wave number k (for
zero amplitude). The result is

o 9k0 • 7T
21

BkZ 8|Aj
(85)

where all partial derivatives are evaluated at k-k0 and A • 0.

In a linear wave system there Is a direct correspondence between the
dispersion relation and the governing partial differential equation. This
correspondence states that

(86)

and it may be generalized In a straightforward manner to weakly nonlinear
systems where the nonlinear term does not depend on (k-k0) e.g. as In the
case of Eq. (85). Invoking (86) we obtain from (85) a differential
operator which Is to be applied to the envelope A. The result Is the
nonlinear Schrodinger equation

8 IAI2A (87)

which governs the evolution of the envelope of a weakly nonlinear wave
train In the narrow band approximation. It Is emphasized therefore that
(87) only holds for slowly varying envelopes, I.e.
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SE « V Sx « ko

Then, to lowest order the envelope {and hence the wave energy) 1s advected

by the oroup velocity 9w0/8k0 »nd dispersion and nonlinearity give

nontriviai corrections to the dynamics.

Clearly, from this heuristic derivation 1t Is obvious that the nonlinear

Schrodinger equation irises 1n a variety of applications where nonlinear

effects and waves are relevant. For this reason It has been obtained In

fields like plasma physics, nonlinear optics and hydrodynamics. The

concept of a nonlinear dispersion relation is the link between these

fields.

Let us now consider the stability of • uniform wave train. For convenience

we transform to a frame moving with the group velocity,

Bw
T « t , € - X

then (67) becomes

1 |f A • K W -2j A - »A2 IAI2A • 0

A special solution of (68) 1s

A - AQ e"
1 S w T (Ao, S» constant).

Substitution of (89) In (86) gives

to - «A2 A
2,

(88)

(89)

(90)

I.e. a uniform wave solution with a frequency given by (90). It should be

remembered that the nonlinear frequency correction for gravity waves 1s

linear In A2 so that (90) agrees with (75) and (76), hence (89) just

represent the Stokes solution. To study the stability or this solution It

is most convenient to apply the transformation

A - A(i,x) exp(-i«A2 A* t) (91)
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with the result

A + % »• - ^ A - »A2 (IAI
2 - A o

2) A - 0 (92)

and the steady state Is now given by A - AQ. Perturbing this steady state

A " A- + *i • A, « *-o i l o

and linearizing In Aj, we have

Since Aj 1S complex we write

Aj - U + 1¥

to obtain

3 .,

(93)

(94)

a?

For normal modes we obtain (U, V - exp 1 (kx + Jit))

1OU - T J k2 V - 0

10V + !jr k2 U +2 « A
2 A 0

Z U - 0

This system has a nontrivial solution provided 0 satifies the dispersion

relation

O2 - K k2 [ {W) 2 k 2 + 4 (C»A2 AQ
2]

Instability 1s found when (1 < 0, hence a necessary condition 1s

(95)

(96)
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This 1s Indeed the case for gravity waves as « A
2 - % « ok Q

Z > 0 and
«" - - Kg kfl"

3'2 < 0. Substitution of these expressions for « A
2 and

w" results In Eq. (80) which 1s the long wavelength limit of the
dispersion relation obtained from the Zakharov equation.

Equation (96) shows an Important result for nonlinear wave trains as we
only have modulational instability provided dispersion and nonlinear
dispersion («y) counteract. It should be remembered that In the section
on the KdV equation we found that solitary waves existed because
dispersion and nonlinearity are counteracting. It Is therefore no surprise
that the nonlinear Schrodinger equation has solitary waves, provided (96)
is satisfied. There seems to be a close relation between the presence of
solitary waves and modulations! Instability.

Homework: find solitary wave solutions of the nonlinear Schrb'dinger
equation (92). Are there also periodic solutions?

Let us discuss now the physical Interpretation of the Benjam1n-Fe1r
instability. As already noted, this Instability Is an example of a four
wave Interaction process. To see this In somewhat more detail, let us
perturb the spectrum with peak at k k 0 with two sidebands at k0 ± K.

t J Since we have a finite amplitude
carrier wave, there Is a significant
second harmonic with wave number
fc0 + fc0 • 2 k0. Hence, there 1s a

degenerate four wave Interaction
possible between the two sidebands and
the second harmonic as

2ko * ko " ko ko " (97)

A resonant transfer between second harmonic and sidebands is then possible
provided the frequency mismatch Ao - 0, where

flo - 2o(kQ) - - o(kQ-0 (98)
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For definiteness we have denoted the frequency of a wave. Including

nonlinear effects, by o.

The process Just described is an example of a virtual interaction as
discussed In Section 3.1. This Is, however, not the whole story as there
Is also a direct Interaction possible between the carrier wave, counted
twice, and the two sidebands. In the narrow band approximation these two
Interactions, virtual and direct, have the same weight in the magnitude of
the nonlinear coupling coefficient T(o,o,o,o) (see Eq. (75)).

The virtual and direct Interaction result, however, 1n the same resonance
conditions (97) and (98). The frequency resonance condition cannot always
be satisfied. The frequency of the carrier wave Is of course given by the
well-known nonlinear dispersion relation

o(ko) sz)

where we consider only the case of gravity waves. The dispersion relation
of the sidebands 1s less trivial. It should be realised that the sidebands
are riding on the finite amplitude carrier wave. The particle orbits of
this carrier are not closed (see Fig.), and therefore a current u Is set
up which depends on the amplitude of the wave (Stokes drift). Thus the
frequency of the sidebands will get a doppler shift equal to (k + K) U, .

linear nonlinear

closed particle orbits k-Zir/A
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where u • cs and c - » /k . Therefore

o(k + K ) • « (k + K ) + (K + K ) »0(k ) S /k

This result Is in agreement with the evolution equation for one sideband,
Eq. (77), 1n the absence of the other. Expanding the dispersion relation
to second order In the modulation wave length K, the frequency mismatch
becomes

Ao

For gravity waves, the frequency mismatch Ao vanishes for the wave number2 £- -s «„/«£, or using the dispersion relation,

4S* (99)

and for this wave number the growth rate of the Benjamin-Fe1r Instability
attains a maximum (cf. Fig. on p. 43). This makes of course sense as the
resonant energy transfer Is the most efficient for perfect matching of the
frequencies of the waves Involved. A frequency mismatch will therefore
reduce the efficiency of the energy transfer, until the mismatch becomes
so large that no transfer of energy 1$ possible. Referring again to the
Figure on p. 43 this seems to occur for a dimensionless modulation wave
number A - Jz.

This result may be generalised In the following sense. If wave number
dispersion and amplitude dispersion counteract then perfect resonance 1s
possible with the result that there Is an energy transfer between the
carrier wave and the sidebands. However, If wave number dispersion and
amplitude dispersion work In the same direction, no perfect matching of
the frequencies Involved Is possible, therefore there 1$ no sideband
instability In that case. This Is In agreement with the linear stability
calculations.
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Ue have seen that a nonlinear gravity wave Is unstable to sideband
perturbations. The question then 1$ what happens next. In the past several
proposals have been suggested regarding the end-state of the 8enJam1n-Feir
Instability, ranging from a complete desintegration of the wave train to
an end-state involving cnoida! waves (the periodic equivalent of envelope
solitary waves). It should be noted that the proposal of an end state
consisting of envelope cnoidal waves 1s certainly not Just a wild guess.
Namely, Zakharov and Shabat applied the inverse scattering technique to
the Initial value problem of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation where the
initial state was of compact support. They found that the end-state
usually consisted of a number of envelope soli tons. Whitham (see also
Benjamin, Hasselmann, Hasimoto A Ono) then conjectured that the Benjamin-
Feir Instability (which Is an Initial value problem with periodic boundary
conditions) would have as Its end-state cnoidai envelope waves.

Surprisingly, none of the above proposed end-state were found In the
experiment of Lake et al. regarding the long-time behaviour of the
Benjamin-Feir Instability. This experiment was performed in a wave tank
with a programmable wave maker so that a control of the sideband
perturbations on the carrier wave Is possible. The resulting evolution of
the wave train as a function of fetch (distance from the wave maker) Is
displayed in the next Figure. Clearly, It Is found that after the wave
train reaches a strongly modulated state (which Indeed resembled cnoidal
envelope waves) the wave train nearly returns to Its Initial state,
although the frequency of the wave train at the end of the wave tank 1s
smaller than at the beginning. This suggested that In the absence of
dissipation (due to e.g. wave breaking) the long-time evolution of the
unstable wave train would show recurrence, which Is known as the Fermi-
Pasta-Uiam recurrence. Fermi et al (1955) showed Its existence when
studying oscillations of an anharmonic lattice.
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(f)

Fig. 15. Example of the long-time evolution of an Initially uniform
nonlinear wave train, showing onset of modulations] Instability and
subsequent demodulations. Note that the Individual wave shapes are not
exact repetitions 1n each Modulation period because the modulation period
does not contain an Integral number of waves: (a) x • 5 ft, (b) x - 10 ft,
(c) x - 15 ft, (d) x - 20 ft. (e) x - 25 ft, (f) x - 30 ft. Also this case
shows demodulation with carrier frequency downshifting rather than full
recurrence, since the wave train demodulates to a different, lower carrier
frequency than that of the original uniform wave train.

And Indeed, numerical solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation
showed a perfect recurrence of the Benjam1n-Fe1r Instability. This
recurrence was also found by means of an approximate solution of the
nonlinear Schrodinger equation for small growth rate of the side-bands. As
the Benjamin-Feir Instability has a threshold for Instability (see the
next Figure) one may control the magnitude of the growth rate by choosing

k/(2kos) threshold

the wave number appropriately (see the Figure). In addition, the higher
harmonics are then stable If the distance A to the threshold Is not too
large. Assuming A « 1, application of a singular perturbation method
results 1n the following evolution equation of the amplitude r of the
unstable side-band (Janssen (1981))

- Y Z r - pzin2r, (100)

where Y IS the growth according to linear theory and f) measures the
strength of nonlinearity. Eq (100) has periodic solutions In time, as the
evolution equation 1s just equivalent to the motion of a particle In a
potential well V, given 1n the next Figure.
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16. Potential as function of anpiitudt I\

Tha evolution of tha amplitude r In tine and tha corresponding effect of
tht Instability on the amplitude of tha carrier wave 1s displayed In the
next Figure. Clearly, the sideband 1s growing at the expense of the
carrier wave and this is at the same time the M t n mechanism for quenching
the energy transfer fro* carrier wave to sideband. Namely, while the
amplitude of the carrier wave deereeses tht threshold for Instability will
move to lower values of tha diaensioniess wave number until the sideband

H Q . 17. Interplay between carrier wave and sideband.

-S2-
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IB. Comparison of Modulation depth.

enters the stable regine. In other words, the unstable sideband extracts
energy from the carrier wave, thereby Modifying the nonlinear wave In such
a way that it becomes stable to the very same sideband perturbation.
Finally, we show a comparison between the approximate solution of the
nonlinear Schrodinger equation and tha numerical result In the next Figure
as a function of the distance to the threshold A . For smell A the
agreement Is good.

The existence of the Fermi-Pasta-Ulaai recurrence Illustrates the fact that
solutions of nonlinear systems may have a strong memory. The one-
dimensional nonlinear Schrodinger equation (88) provides us with a nice
example of this. The two-dimensional nonlinear Schrodinger equation does,
however, not always give recurrence. The reason Is that the Instability
region Is not finite In extend (see Eq. (82) and corresponding figure) so
that energy leakage to high moduiationai wave numbers Is possible. Thus,
after a finite tine the energy Is not confined to a narrow band in wave
number space. Hence, for two-dimensional propagation the nonlinear
Schr«t1nger equation does not give an appropriate description) Therefore,
the need for e more accurate description, namely the Zakharov equation,
whose properties we have discussed 1n the previous Section.

Homework: derive the two-dimensional Schrodinger equation, following the
method sketched In the beginning of this section.
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3.4 Beyond the Zakharov Equation: five wave Interactions.

We have discussed 1n some detail the four wave resonance of deep water
gravity waves. One may wonder now whether higher order resonances are
possible, or whether they may be observed for nonlinear gravity waves. The
answer to this question 1$, yes. Indeed. Recently, there has been much
Interest In five wave resonance. The resonance conditions are given by

A proper description of this Interaction cannot be given In the framework
of the Zakharov equation (72) because one needs to Include terms of the
order 'amplitude to the fourth power1. This means one has to go back to
the HamiltonIan and derive an approximate Hamiitonian correct to fifth
order 1n amplitude. This has been accomplished by Stiassnie and Shemer
(1984), but we will not discuss the details because they are too involved.

Earner, Longuet-Higgins (1978), He lean et ai (1981) and He lean (1962)
discussed the five wave Interaction process using numerical computations
of the exact water wave equations.
The surface displacement of a finite-amplitude wave train of wavelength
2i/k was thus represented as

n - Z A cosn(x-ct)
n-o

with normalized x,t coordinates and with known Fourier coefficients An

(Stokes expansion!) and phase speed c depending on wave steepness s • ka.
This wave Is perturbed by an Infinitesimal three-dimensional disturbance

n - exp 1 [p(x-ct) + qy -Qt] I A exp 1n(x-ct) + c.c.
n— "

where ft - n (p,q,s) Is an eigenvalue to be found. Instability arises when
Im ft t 0, with roots 0 occurring In complex-conjugate pairs (because we

have a HamiltonIan system).
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Mclean et al's computations were accomplished by truncating the expansions
at high order. They found two distinct regions of Instability 1n the p-q
plane for various values of steepness s. Examples are given 1n the next
Figure

Firm tg Typ« I nt T H * II iMiiWily tt DniM-unpUiudc (t««<r « w i« *eep
••icr (from McLcu « ml. 1911). C u e («MO conopwd I* * » / • - 0.M4.O.OM.
0.111.0

The region nearer the origin (Type I Instability) reduces to that for the
Benjam1n-Fe1r Instability of the two-dimensional Schrodinger equation when
P, q and s are sufficiently small. For larger p and q but steepness still
small 1t coincides with Phillips figure eight (note that only % of the
figure 8 1s shown). Also note that for larger steepness the type I
Instability disappears. In agreement with the results found with the
Zakharov equation In Section 3.2.

The outer region of type II Instability may be Interpreted at small
steepness, as a degenerate five wave resonance (101) where, In normalised
form

represent the fundamental wave train and

ix - + (1 + p, q), 1?2 - (2 -p. -q)
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the perturbation. Using the linear dispersion relation

w - g* (k2 + 1 2 ) \ if - (k, 1)

and the frequency matching condition of Eq. (101) we have

[ (p+1)2 +q Z]* + [ (Z-P)2 + Q 2 ] * • 3 (102)

The thin line, labeled II, In case a) of the Figure corresponds to Eq.
(102).
The highest growth rate occurs with p - K, when Ej and £ 2

 have tne same k~
component, k • 3/2; their phase speed then equals c.
Experimental evidence of Type II Instability Is reported by Melville
(1982), Su et al (1982) and Su (1982). At relatively small slopes, s < 0.3
the Benjamin-Feir Instability Is stronger than Type II, and the most
dominant Instability Is one dimensional. But obiigue Type II instability
is dominant for 0.3 < s < 0.44. The latter leads to three-dimensional
waves as shown In the next figure.

Fifurc SO ThiK-dmtnuniul « * « cmiAipraniM muliinf fr.wn
l;. lot •* - 0.1.1 (horn So l*»?l.

T«pe II
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ln other words, the type II Instability may dominate the behaviour of a

nonlinear wave train for large wave steepness. For a steepness of .33, the

maximum growth rate of type II Is found for p - 14 and q - 1.2. As these

length scales are In agreement with the observed scales on the photo.

there 1s reason to believe that the type II instability 1s triggering the

three-dimensional waves found In experiment.

The two types of Instabilities discussed so far are probably the first two
members of an Infinite class of higher-order Interactions among three
discrete wave modes, as suggested by Zakharov (1968). These satisfy

where k*0 • (1,0), » 0 • 1 denote the fundamental wave train and N > l.
Since the characteristic growth rates of ̂  and K*2 are O((S)

N) these
higher order resonances are only to be expected to be relevant for very
steep waves. It may be that they play a role 1n the wave breaking process.
On the other hand. It should be emphasized that for small wave steepness
(s < 25) the four wave Interaction process 1s most dominant.
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4. Statistical description of water waves.

4.1 Evolution of a homogeneous, random wave field.

In the previous Chapters we have discussed In some detail effects of
nonlinear Ity on the evolution of deep water waves. We have seen that a
nonlinear gravity wave Is unstable to sideband perturbations, in full
agreement with experimental results from the laboratory. Clearly, so far
we have been engaged with a deterministic description of the water
surface.

Let us ask ourselves now how we can use our Insights In a practical
application, such as ocean wave prediction. One could argue, well this 1s
a piece of cake because we know the basic evolution equation for the sea
surface, namely It Is given by the Zakharov equation (72). The question
then 1s: do we have sufficient Information on the Initial conditions
regarding amplitude and phase [remember that A 1s complex]?
The answer 1$: perhaps regarding the amplitude, but certainly not
regarding the phase.

On the other hand, one might ask oneself whether all this detailed
information regarding the phase of the waves Is really needed. Perhaps, we
can contend ourselves with knowledge about averaged quantities such as the
moments

>, etc. (103)

where the brackets denote an ensemble average. In most practical
situations this turns out to be sufficient, Indeed.

In this chapter we Intend to derive an evolution equation for the moment

< AjA2 >, assuming for simplicity that

< A. > - o (104)
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Our starting point will be Zakharov's equation (72), however, for
simplicity the Interaction coefficient T is taken to be equal to a
constant To, hence.

(105)

where we write Aj - 8j exp luijt. Equation (105) 1s equivalent to a
description of the sea surface by means of the nonlinear Schrodinger
equation.

Homework: Apply Fourier transformation 1n space to the nonlinear
Schrodinger equation (68) to obtain essentially Eq. (105).

We regard the complex amplitude aj as a stochastic variable with <aa> - 0
and It Is our aim to derive an evolution equation for the so-called second
moment < a ^ * >• Owing to nonl1near1ty, the development of the second
moment Is determined by the fourth moment, and so on. The question now Is
how to achieve a meaningful truncation of this Infinite hierarchy of
equations. In order to obtain a meaningful truncation we have to make two
assumptions, namely we assume that the ensemble of waves Is spatially
homogeneous ind that the probability distribution for alt Is close to a
Gaussian. Let us discuss these assumptions In more detail first.

A wave field is considered to be homogeneous If, first of all, the two-
point correlation function < ntXjJn (*2) * on1* depends on the distance
Xj - x2. Recall that n 1s the surface elevation, given by

n - I dk [ a(k)e1kx + a'tkle"1"* ]

It Is now straightforward to verify that one deals with a homogeneous wave
field provided the ensemble average < a ^ * > satisfies

< a.i * > - N. 6(k,-k,) (106)
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where Nj Is the spectral action density. Thus, u.N, denotes the spectral

energy density. Relation (106) will nave Important consequences as will be

discussed at the end of this Chapter.

The stochastic variable at has a certain probability distribution. It Is

conmon to Introduce the characteristic functional of the probability

distribution. It 1s defined as (for discrete spectra)

a ( }. t) - < exp 1 I Z|(a|t > (107)

The reason for the Introduction of G 1s that the moments of the

distribution function are related to derivatives of G.

Hence,

8ZG
(108)

Therefore, the moments are related to the coefficients of the Taylor

expansion of G around z - 0. This expansion 1s, however, not very useful.

The reason Is that we are Interested In the evolution of a nearly Gaussian

wave field, so we have to make an expansion around the Gaussian

characteristic functional, which Is given by

- «P (109)

For this reason one Introduces the cumulants of the distribution function,

which are the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the logarithm of G

G - exp [ 1 ZfcZj B k J - "kjl
(no)

By differentiation we find the following relation between the moments and

the cumulants
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< a k > - A k - 0 ;

(111)

- B k JB 1 m • BklB

etc.

Evidently, for a Gaussian probability distribution with zero mean all

cumulants except B k, are zero. The finiteness of the other cumulants 1s

therefore a measure for the deviation from Gaussianity. From (111) 1t Is

dear, however, that the moments are not zero!

In the statistical theory of the evolution of a wave field the Gaussian

distribution plays a central role. Mathematically, this follows from the

central Hm1t theorem, which tells us that H the a. have random and

Independent phase than the probability distribution 1s Gaussian. Suppose

now that Initially we are dealing with a wave field with random,

uncorreiated phases. If the waves are non-1nteract1ng then the phases

remain uncorrelated. However, nonlinear Interactions will tend to create

correlations (higher cumulants) but If the waves have a small steepness

this effect may be weak.

Hence, for weakly nonlinear waves one may expect that the wave field 1s

near Gaussian so that the rate of change of the wave spectrum (or second

moment) 1s expected to be small; for large times this small effect may

have however significant consequences regarding the evolution of the wave

spectrum.

Let us now derive an evolution equation for the second moment <>!*/>

from the deterministic evolution equation (105).

To that end, we multiply (105) for a1 by a,, and the complex conjugate

with 1 and J Interchanged and take the ensemble average

j£ <a1a*> WJ) «,*]> - - 1TQ J

[ <a2a3a*Bj> - c.c. (1 • J) ],

-1) x
(112)
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where c c . denotes complex conjugate and 1 * J denotes the operation of
Interchanging Indices 1 and J 1n the previous term.

Owing to nonlinearity, the equation for the second moment Involves the
fourth moment. Similarly, the equation for the fourth moment becomes

(113)
-1T0 I dk2dk3dk4 f 5(2+3-4-1) ^ a ^ ' a ^ a * > + (1 • J)

-S (2+3-4-k) < a ^ a ^ a ^ a * > + (k • 1) ]

We see from this that an infinite hierarchy of equations is found, known
as the B.B.G.K.Y. hierarchy (after Bogoituboff, Born, Green, Kirkwood and
Yvon). To close this hierarchy we will use the assumptions of a near-
Gaussian (weakly nonlinear waves), homogeneous wave field.

To be specific, we proceed as follows

1. For weakly nonlinear waves we assume that the cumulants, denoted by
9n (n 2 2) obey the following ordering

9n - 0 (e""
1), e « l

Here, 1n the spirit of Eq. (Ill)

(114)

< a^t >,

> - g2 (2,4) Q2(3.j) + g2(2.j) g2 (3,4)

and
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< a ^ a ^ a ' a * > - 2 gz(2,k) gz(3,l) g2(4,J) + (115)

2 g2(2.k) gz(3,4) g2(l,j) +

2 gz(2,4) gz(3,k) g2(l,j) +

96(2.3,4,j,k,1)

Hence, the ordering (114) means that the wave field 1s close to the
Gaussian state. In addition, we see now that according to Eq (112) g2

only varies slowly In time.

2. At first sight one would think that meaningful closure of the
B.B.G.K.Y. hierarchy may be achieved by neglecting the fourth
cumulant In the evolution equation (112) for g2. The assumption of
homogeneity of the wave field results, however, 1n constancy of g2 so
we have to go to higher order. I.e. we have to calculate g4. It turns
then out that the neglect of the sixth cumulant 1s a meaningful
closure hypothesis.

3. As already noted, g2 Is a slowly varying function of time.
Apparently, there are several time scales In the problem, as e.g. g4
does vary on a faster time scale. We therefore assume that the
cumulants depend on many time scales, e.g.

9Z " fl2 V T2'

so

H (116)

Likewise we expand the cumulants themselves 1n the small parameter
e, i.e.

•...

(117)
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Therefore, we obtain an approximate solution from the B.B.G.K.Y.

hierarchy (112) - (113), utilizing the assumptions of near-

Gauss lanity, homogeneity and using the multiple time scale method.

Intermezzo. The multiple time scale method.

Let us Illustrate the usefulness of the multiple time scale method, by
applying U to the ordinary differential equation

dtz
eSrx + x - 0, % «

which has as exact solution

x - aQ e"
£t sin [ t(l-e2)* + « ]

Using a naive perturbation technique,

x - x0 + ex. + e x - + ...

one finds

x - a [ sin(t + •) - et sin (t + •) + O(et)2 ],

which is an Inadequate approximation of the exact solution for large time.
The second term Is called a secular term. However, a uniform valid
solution (valid up to t - 0(l/e)) may be obtained with the multiple time
scale method, as there are several time scales In the problem as may be
inferred from the exact solution. We therefore pose

x * x (TM, x.t • . . . ) , TQ • t, T- • et, ...

where the time scales in, n - 1, ... are considered to be Independent.
Thus,
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Likewise,

dt5 " * & * * 8 T
0
8 ti

In addition, we expand x In a power series of e.

x - xQ + eXj + ....

to obtain

a2

1
V

Equating like powers of e we obtain a hierarchy of equations. In lowest
order, we find

with general solution

where the "constants* a and • are allowed to depend on the slow time
In first order we find

2
xr -2Sr xo -z B T K :

0 O 1

(a

The source term In this equation oscillates with the eigenfrequency of the
homogeneous equation and produces therefore resonance.
The particular solution

xi " - x a Jf- co*(t0+#)

shows that secular behaviour arises. However, the Introduction of the slow
time scale tj gives us the freedom to prevent this unwanted behaviour U s
we insist on having Xj << xQ for ell time). Removal of secular behaviour
thus results In
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• . o, and gf- a + a - 0

Hence,

x - a0 e"
et s1n(t 0{e)

giving a uniform valid approximation to the solution of our ordinary

differential equation.

The multiple time scale method 1s very powerfuli and it has been applied

to a variety of singular perturbation problems. For a more complete

account of this method see the books of Nayfeh and Davidson (1972).

Homework: Obtain an approximate solution to the Van der Pol equation

with p. « 0 > 0 and e « 1

We have now developed all the tools needed for giving an approximate

solution to the B.8.G.K.Y hierarchy (112) - ( M 3 ) . Thus we use the

expansion (116) and (117) in (112) to obtain 1n lowest order

and for homogeneous sea

(118)

we find the usual result that the action density N, does not depend on the

fast time scale i0. Introducing the notation

we find 1n second order
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O.j)g2
(z)(i.J) - - ^ g 2

( 1 ) - " 0 J dk2dk3dk4 6(2+3-4-1)

(119)
{H2N3«(2-4)«(3-j) + N2K3fi(2-J)S{3-4)}

+ c.c. {1 • J)

For homogeneous sea the nonlinear term vanishes so that removal of

secularity results In the condition dg2 /8T, - 0. In third order we then

find

92
(3)<1.J>- § T

2
(120)

+ c.c. (1 • J),

hence we need to know the evolution of the fourth cumulant g4. The

evolution of g4 may be obtained from Eq. (113). Using the assumption of

near-Gausslanity (and neglecting the effect of the sixth cumulant g6) we

obtain In lowest order from (113)

0

-21T0 {

- V ] g4
(3)(1.J,lt.1)

(I2D
+ 2 f dk2N2 + (1-j)

- c.c. (1 • k; J • 1) - c.c. {1 • 1; J • k) }

This equation may be solved by Laplace transformation with respect to the

fast time scale T . Note that we have shown that Nj only depends on the

slow time scale t,. It 1s then found that on the fast time scale tn, the2 0
3l

fourth cumulant 94 relaxes to the steady state value

11^ 94
(3) - - ! TQ I ̂ ^ + ™ <

[ SCk+l-J-DH^jHj + 26(1-J)£(k-1)NkNl

- c.c. (1 • J); J • 1) - C.c. (1 • 1; J • k) ]

(122)
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Eq. (122) shows that starting fran an ensemble that has Initially Gaussian
statistics, nonlinearity will give rise to deviations from Gaussianity
when the four-wave resonance conditions can be satisfied. These deviations
are, however, small for weakly nonlinear waves.

Finally, substitution of (112) Into (120) gives

(123)

(3)We remove secuiarity from g* by demanding that the right hand side of

Eq. (123) vanishes. The result Is the following evolution equation for the

action density

4ir 6(2+3-4-

X { N2N3 (Nj + N4) -
(124)

Eq. (124) tells us that the action density evolves 1n time owing to
resonant four-wave Interactions. For gravity waves this evolution equation
was first obtained by Hasselmann (1962).

Before we discuss In the next Section some consequences of Eq. (124) we
ask ourselves the question: what Is the relation between the statistical
theory of four wave processes and the Benjamin-Fe1r Instability from the
deterministic theory. The answer to this question 1s somewhat surprising.
It turns out that there Is n£ relation. This may be seen Immediately from
the observation that Independent of the sign of To, according to the
statistical theory the same evolution of the wave field results. However,
according to the deterministic theory we have Benjam1n-Fe1r Instability
for a certain sign of TQ only (cf. Eq. (96)).
In addition, the evolution of a homogeneous wave field occurs according
the statistical theory on a much longer time scale than according to the
deterministic theory. Namely, with s a typical wave steepness and «>0 a
typical frequency, the Benjam1n-Fe1r Instability has a typical time scale
TNL 9 1 v e n °y
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T H L - 0(l/s
2«0)

whereas the typical time scale of Eq. (124) 1s given by

- O ( l / s \ )

We ascribe the disparity between statistical and deterministic theory to
the assumption of homogeneity of the wave field. And indeed. Alber and
Saffman (see also Alber (1978) and Janssen (1983)) have studied the
evolution of an Inhomogeneous. random wave field. The relevant time scale
1n this latter theory was 0(l/s2«o) and they discovered the statistical
analogue of the Benjamin-Feir Instability. It was found that finite width
of the wave-spectrum had a stabilizing effect, and that for sufficiently
large width o of the spectrum (o/»0 Is O(s)) the Benjamin-Feir Instability
disappears. For a more detailed discussion see the already quoted papers
of Alber and Saffman, and Janssen.

This, therefore. Imposes restrictions on the validity of the statistical
evolution equation (124) of a homogeneous random wave field. First of all
the steepness e of the waves should be sufficiently small 1n order that
the near-Gaussian assumption Is satisfied. Secondly, the wave spectrum
should be sufficiently broad (o/w > s) so that effects of Inhomogeneity of
the wave field may be disregarded.

4.2 Consequences of four-wave Interaction.

In this final Section we discuss some Important consequences of the four-
wave Interaction equation (124) on the evolution of a random wave field
and we discuss the key role of these nonlinear interactions in modern wave
prediction models.

Let us now briefly discuss some general properties of the evolution
equation (124).
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4.2.1. Preservation of the nonnegative nature of h^.

Eq. (124) has the most desirable property that 1f Nk 1s positive
initially that this feature 1s preserved during the course of
time.
That Is, if

Nj i 0 at t - 0

than Nj does not become negative at subsequent times. The
following reductio ad absurdurn argument demonstrates that this
is the case. Assume that the action density becomes negative at
a certain Instant and that this occurs for a wave number
kj - kQ. Hence at that Instant N k 0 • 0. Consequently, at the
instant Nk 1s passing through zero Eq. (124) gives

4.2.2.

NQ.4t J

(125)

Since the right hand side of (125) Is nonnegative, this
contradicts our original hypothesis of Nj becoming negative.

The property of the action density being positive Is very
reassuring as previous statistical theories of wave evolution
failed at this point; the result was that the action density
became negative at a certain Instant, a highly undesirable
property, of course.

Conservation laws.

The evolution equation (124) permits three conservation laws.
These are

a) conservation of action, I.e.

a:- / dk, N, - 0
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b) conservation of momentum. I .e .

j - \ dk^Mj - 0 (126)

c) and conservation of wave energy

k - J dk^Nj - 0

Homework: Prove the above conservation laws.

Therefore, the only manner In which a wave field can gain energy
is through wind input, while It can only loose energy through
processes such as wave breaking, bottom friction and for very
short waves through viscous dissipation.

4.2.3. Nonequnibrium entropy.

The appropriate nonequ1Hbru1m entropy associated with Eq. (124)

Is given by

S - / dkj in (127)

From the evolution equation (124) 1t follows that S(t) Is an

monotonic Increasing function of time

S 2 0 (128)

with the equality sign holding only when

N2 Nj l*4 Nj

for each set of waves satisfying the resonance conditions

(129)
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In othtr word*. 1n tht absence of Input and dissipation Eq.
(124) tell* us that a homogeneous, randoi M V I field will evolve
in an Irreversible manner to tht equilibrium sptctrua given by
Eq. (129). In practice, the equilibria obtained from (129) arc
not relevant became e.g. the energy 1i not finite.

Finally, we discuss the Importance of four wave Interactions for wave
prediction. The relevance of this effect cannot be overemphasized. First
experimental evidence was found during JONSWAP (1973). The Importance of
nonlinear Interactions can best be Illustrated by the following diagram.
In this diagram we show both the wave sptctrua end the rate of change of
this spectrum due to physical processes such as wind Input, nonlinear
Interactions and dissipation.

Hi)

ENERGY BALANCE

Input tram Almeiphtrc

V Non-fetor Wme-Wmt Tnmftr

V

in th* Mia put at tiw <pwtnis>

The nonlinear transfer Is typically of the sane order of magnitude as wind
Input. The netto effect of the source functions on the wave spectrum is
also shown. We Infer from this that It are the nonlinear Interactions
which cause a down shift of the peak of the wave spectrum by transferring
energy from the main peek to lower frequencies. By conservation of energy
there Is of course also a transfer of energy to higher frequent Its but
this energy Is destroyed toy wave breaking processes.
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Appendix

The interaction coefficient T (k,kl,lt2,k3) was first given by Zakharov (1968)
and, with some minor corrections, by Crawford et ai. (1960). It Is recorded
here for reference.
Adopting the simplified notation introduced m section 2, we write

H0.1,2.3

and

'VW • T0.1,2,3 taj

We have

V(-) V H ZVq ft 4 A«1 2V<">
T "3,3-1.1*0.2.0-2 "2,0.2-0 1,1-3.3 "2,2-1,1*0.3,0-3
0,1.2,3-- W l _ 3 - V U l " V S ^ I ^ S " V 2 " W 2 + W1

2V<-) v(-) 2¥(-) v(-) 2V(+) v(+)

"3,0,3-0*1.1-2.2 _ **0+1.0,l'2+3,2,3 _ * -2-3,2,3*0,1-0,1 tf
wl-2" *»3 0,1,2,3,'

where the second-order Interaction coefficients V^"J 2 are defined as

»n<"n k,

with It, - l^l, u. - «(*,); and the third-order interaction coefficient

Is defined as

3,1,2,3 " B-0.-l,2,3 * B2,3,-0,-l - H2,-l,-0,3 " H-0.2,-l,3 "

with

"-0,3,2,-1 " B3,-1.2,-0
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